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Page Sixty-Five.

A CHANGE OF EMPHASIS
nVER the last few years the main emphasis of

economic policy has been on, the need for in-
creasing production. And this emphasis has, un-
der the circumstances of these years, been rightly
directed. For practically all countries of the world,
certainly for all the active participants in the war
with the possible 'exception of the United States,
the war not merely brought about a vast lowering
of standards of living, through interrupting the
production of peace-time goods, but greatly re-
duced the potential producing power of those
countries. , Capital equipment was impaired
through excessive use or inadequate replacement,
the construction of homes and of buildings prac-
tically ceased, public amenities and government
works for peace purposes, from roads to reservoirs,
were virtually negligible,. The entire resources of
great communities were devoted to the single over-
riding compulsion of winning the war.

At the end of the .war there was thus an urgent
need by consumers for all kinds of consumption
goods, by industries for new plant and equipment,
and by governments for developmental projects
and public works. Moreover, this need was backed
by , a plenitude of purchasing power. The econo-
mic situation was, in straight economic terms, one
of a tremendous excess of demand over supply
and the supreme need was, therefore, to increase
supply with the utmost rapidity.
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A CHANGE OF EMPHASIS (continued) 	

BELATED RECOGNITION

In some countries, the primacy of this need was very
belatedly recognised, and in these countries recovery from the
economic inroads of the war proved a distressingly slow pro-
cess. Australia was one. In fact, in government and trade
union circles in this country hardly one word was heard at
the end of the war about the urgency of increasing produc-
tion. The emphasis was rather on the expansion of social ser-
vices, on the provision of full employment when full employ-
ment was in any case assured by post-war economic conditions,
and on the avoidance of inflation by continuing the mechan-
ism of controls made necessary by the economic circumstances
of the war. There was a widespread desire, which the Gov-
ernment did little to dispel, to gather the fruits of victory
almost before the orchards had been planted.

It can, however, be said, with truth, that the employer
organisations were not slow to recognise that at the end of the
war production would be the great economic problem of the
moment. Indeed, the I.P.A. is able to take some pride in
the fact that it was probably the first organisation in Aus-
tralia to insist on the pivotal importance of production, and
in the part that it played in achieving wide recognition of
the need for expanding output by every possible means.*

At that time—in 1944—we believed that we were on
sound ground in stressing that production should be the
supreme concern of statesmen, industrialists and economists.
That we were justified was proved subsequently by the broad
acceptance of policies of high production by the democratic
countries throughout the world.

A SHIFT OF EMPHASIS

The emphasis must now, however, be shifted. If produc-
tion should have been indisputably at the top of the list of
economic priorities in 1944, and even as late as 1948, it should
no longer be in 1949. It should still be high on the list, but
it can no longer claim an undisputed right to the first - place.
The supreme problem of economic policy in Australia, and

'See I.P.A. booklet, "Increased Production" (First published 1944).
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indeed in .all the democratic nations, -Will; for the next three
to five years, be, not the problem of increasing production,
but the problem of maintaining employment, the problem of
turning the economic ideal of permanent full employment
into an economic reality. The maintenance of employment
should now be . the first concern of governments, businessmen
and economists. This does not, of course, mean that increased
production is no longer of importance. It is still important—
vitally so! There are still acute shortages of many kinds of
badly-wanted goods and services and of badly-needed capital
developments. It is still, and always will be, a universal econo-
mic truth that higher levels of living can be reached only
through higher levels of production. Moreover, the, task of
-maintaining employment in Australia will be rendered incom-
parably easier if production and productive e fficiency can be
raised.

WHY ?

Why, then, the change of emphasis? The reason is that
the continuance of high or full employment can no longer be
taken for granted, as it was possible to do in the years immedi-
ately following the war. It is now no longer possible, and it.
is certainly no longer wise, to regard full employment as an
automatic consequence of economic and business conditions.
The reason lies in the changing economic background. The
sellers' market, which has dominated the economic scene since
the end of the war, is now giving place , to a buyers". In one
country at least—the United States—the switch-over has al-
ready been nearly completed. In others it is well under way,.
and there are signs that the transformation'is commencing in.
Australia. We must face up to the fact that the post-war in-
flationary boom is beginning to exhaust itself and that defla-
tionary influences may shortly be in the ascendency in many
countries. What does this mean in practical terms? It means=
increasingcompetition, increasing pressure to find markets for
many goods, and, in some industries, increasing difficulty in
maintaining employment at present levels.

There is not one economist of any repute who does not
accept the inevitability of some recession, in the near future,.
from the buying boom which has prevailed since the end of
the war. The great question, and one upon which few are
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A CHANGE OF EMPHASIS (continued) 	

prepared to •be dogmatic, concerns . not the certainty of reces-
sion, but its magnitude, the great query whether this time a
recession from unhealthy boom conditions will degenerate—
as it has done so often in the past—into economic depression
with large-scale under-employment of men and resources..

•

"DEPRESSION TALK"

To say this is not to indulge in the dangerous and deplor-
able pastime of "depression talk." Let it be said here, and
with every possible emphasis, that there are very solid grounds
for believing that, given a reasonable amount of economic
judgment and political nous, there will be no serious depres-
sion in this country within the next decade. But not to look
economic facts straight in the eye is the height of foolishness;
and one thing which should not be overlooked is that all the
signs point to the near-certainty of recession from present
boom conditions, and that a healthy recession carries with it
the danger—even though a remote danger—of unhealthy and
unwanted depression.

THE ULTIMATE CALAMITY

.A depression of any proportion would be the ultimate
calamity. for private enterprise as well as for the community
as a whole. And it would be a calamity not so much from the
economic point of view, not so much because of declining
sales and falling profits or of the number of bankrupt busi-
nesses, but because of the profound political repercussions ii
would certainly have on the economic . system under which

•business is carried on. If there is one thing certain it is that,
in, the political temper of these times, the people are in no
mood to put up with another large and prolonged dose of un-
employment. They would certainly cast around for a scape-
goat, and just as certainly they would demand drastic econo-
mic changes. • No matter what government was in office at
the time, the burden of their blame would, almost without
question, fall at the door of the free enterprise system. They
might not stop—quite probably would not stop—at demand-
ing far-reaching modifications- to the free enterprise system.
They would in all likelihood demand that this system be finally
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abandoned and replaced by an entirely new one. They would
be in the mood to stake their fortunes on some new unproved'
vessel rather than continue to travel in one they felt—albeit
wrongly—had so often let them down.

Of course this would be an utterly wrong judgment and
an utterly illogical decision. If large-scale unemployment were
to occur again in this country, it would by no means be largely
due to the shortcomings of private enterprise. It would be
mainly due to the incapacity of governments to handle the
complex problems of the modern economic world, and to the •
fact that the community as a whole, and not just the business
man, had not yet learned that a free society will work very im-
perfectly unless there exists a high standard of social and
moral responsibility; that there can be no real stability, econo-
mic or otherwise, in a world of unstable and irresponsible
human beings.

THE SOCIALIST HOPE •

The socialist of course would deny this. He would argue,
without any semblance of backing from the highest economic
authorities, that it was impossible for the state to plan success-
fully for full employment under a system based predominantly
on private enterprise. There is good reason to believe that
some socialists would not be altogether averse to a recurrence
of unemployment. They know that such an eventuality, dis-
astrous as it might be for those people they profess to serve,
would give a powerful impetus to the acceptance of socialist
doctrine by the people; in fact, might almost guarantee the
final victory of socialism and the final overthrow of free
enterprise. A booklet, .which has just come into our hands,
entitled "Towards a Socialist Australia" (issued by the N.S.W.
Fabian Society) states quite bluntly: "A depression will prob-
ably occur within Australia within five years. Widespread
disillusionment will then turn many people to socialism if edu- .
cation of the electorate is begun now. . . . If the foundations
are laid now, Australia will be ready by the next depression
for the first instalment of socialism." One may disagree with
the economic prognosis in this statement, while conceding that,
if it proves to be correct, the political prediction is probably
justified.
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_ A CHANGE 0F EMPHASIS (continued) 	

THE PRACTICAL DEDUCTION

The practical deduction, therefore, so far as private enter-
prise is concerned, stands out clear and unmistakable. Private
enterprise and its leaders should now give definite evidence
that they , are prepared, and preparing, to do everything in
their power to contribute to the avoidance of depression and
unemPloyjnent in this country; as overseas prices recede and
the world boom gives place to world recession. They must
show their complete awareness of their responsibilities to the
nation in this matter, and the first step in the recognition of
these responsibilities is to place the objective of full employ-
ment in the first place on their list of economic priorities.

Regardless of what other sections of the community may
do, regardless, for instance, of whether the Commonwealth
Government's own handling of the overall economic position
is open to serious criticism, or of whether the trade unions
themselves act in irresponsible fashion by endangering econo-
mic stability through pressing for impossible increases in
wages, private enterprise should take 'steps to ensure that its
own house at least is in order. If Australia should, within the
next five or six years, fall into another depression—as some
socialists predict and hope—then at least private enterprise
should see that its own . record is as far as possible above re-
proach and that its conscience is clear. This is the path not
merely of economic rectitude, but of political wisdom and
expediency.

WHAT CAN PRIVATE ENTERPRISE DO ?

What, then, can private enterprise do?

Much study has been given in recent years, particularly
by employer organisations in the United States, to the steps
which private businesses might take to provide stability of
employment for their workers. The proposals which have
been evolved, however, relate mainly to the alleviation of
seasonal unemployment, and can contribute little towards the
cure or prevention of large-scale unemployment ensuing from
cyclical depressions. The enthusiasm which first greeted
guaranteed employment or guaranteed wage schemes, as a
contribution toward the solution of cyclical unemployment,
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has somewhat waned as the practical limitations and diffi-
culties of these schemes have become clearer. There is prob-
ably little to be gained by pursuing enquiry in these directions.
Now. is .the time to recognise unequivocally that only the
national government is in a position to control and administer
those policies which can prevent large-scale cyclical unemploy-
ment. The responsibility must, in the nature of things econo-
mic, rest largely with governments. The important thing to
comprehend, however, is that the government cannot carry
out its task. effectively without the ready co-operation of pri-
vate business, and other sections of the economy, especially the
trade unions. Private enterprise's great contribution to the
maintenance of employment must be largely directed at
seeing that this co-operation is not lacking.

There is no reason why co-operation should be of the
negative kind; there is no reason why private enterprise should
wait .to be told what to do. On the contrary, there is every
reason, economic and political, why private business should be
positive and enterprising in the co-operation it , offers and the
contribution it makes. Just as private enterprise, over the last
five or six years, has been foremost in agitating for high pro-
duction, over the next few years it can be foremost in en-
deavouring to keep the full employment objective well to the
fore in the minds of the public, the press and politicians.

A • CONFERENCE WITH THE GOVERNMENT

The leaders of private business might well suggest to the
Commonwealth Government that they should meet the lead-
ers of the Government in conference at an early date to dis-
cuss the changing economic position and the anti-recessionary
measures which may be necessary over the next few years.
They could offer the Government full co-operation in any
reasonable steps, which it might have in mind in controlling
recession and maintaining spending. They could also require
from the Government a clear statement of what it would re-
quire and expect of private business in the event of threatened
unemployment. One thing which would certainly be re-
quired of business, and indeed is necessary at the present time,
is the willing provision of information about sales trends,
stocks, projected capital developments and so on, information
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A CHANGE OF EMPHASIS (continued) 	

which the Government needs to be able to plan intelligently
for high employment. This is a field in which there is a great
deal of room for improvement by private business.

One possibility that might be explored by private indus-
try is the establishment of employment equalisation funds,
which might be regarded as funds earmarked for use in time
of business recession as a temporary stop-gap to enable a
smooth changeover of employment from declining industries'
to government works. This might eliminate the necessity of
precipitate "sackings" of the kind which took place in the
1929 depression. If these funds were built up at the present
time while business revenues are generally buoyant, they might
conceivably make an important contribution to business and
employment stability if the occasion should arise. Business
leaders, if they found such an idea practicable, might suggest
to the Commonwealth Government that they are ready and
willing to undertake the provision of special funds of this
nature, if the Government will co-operate to make the scheme
financially practicable by making such funds free of tax.

This idea, is, of course, only put forward as a possibility.
The important thing at the moment is for private business to
give every evidence of its desire to assist in the solution of the
problem of cyclical unemployment and to assist the Govern-
ment's plans to work smoothly. If leaders of private enter-
prise would take the initiative now in suggesting to the Gov-
ernment the need for a conference between themselves and
members of the Government, such a step would help greatly
to win public acclaim for private enterprise and to forestall
criticism that otherwise might be levelled later on.

There is far too much at stake for the future of the com-
munity, as well as for the system of free enterprise, for busi-
ness to be half-hearted or lukewarm about this matter. When
the social and political implications of a depression in Aus-
tralia are considered—unlikely as a depression may be—then
it will quickly be realised that free enterprise should grasp the
present opportunity. to -assume leadership in the most vital
and intractable economic problem of modern times, the pro-
vision of security of employment for all decent men and
women.
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Shipping Act 1949
High in order of priority among those

industries which the Labour Party has,
at one time or another; declared that it is
determined to nationalise, stands the Aus-
tralian shipping industry, which now
directly employs some 60,000 people to
whom it annually pays over £20,000,000 in
wages. , It is therefore surprising that, in
their speeches in support of the Shipping
Bill, which has recently been passed by
the Federal Parliament, so many Labour
politicians were at pains to state that
neither would the Bill permit of the
nationalisation of shipping and shipbuild-
ing, nor had the Government any inten-
tion of achieving that end by an indirect
method. Nevertheless, it is beyond doubt
that many of the provisions of the legisla-
tion confer such far-reaching powers.
upon the Minister administering the Act
that nationalisation of shipping may well
be the end result, and that their enact-
ment is unnecessary if the Government
has nothing in mind apart from the pur-
poses which it has adduced as the osten-
sible raison d'etre of this contentious
measure.

General Purposes of the Legislation.

On introducing the Bill to the Senate,
the , Minister for Shipping and Fuel stated
its objectives to be threefold:—First, to
provide for the maintenance of the Aus-
tralian mercantile marine ; second, to pro-
vide for the maintenance of the ship-
building' industry in . Australia ; and third,
to provide for the establishment of a
Commonwealth line of steamers. He
argued that at the outbreak of the last

war the Australian coastal fleet was
hardly adequate for the tasks which it
was" later called upon to face, and as a
sufficient merchant fleet was essential for
the defence of Australia, the Government
was unwilling to leave the mercantile
marine to . the accidents of commercial
chance. By prohibiting ships which had
reached the age of 24 years, or which had
not been built in Australian yards, from
operating in Australian coastal waters,
it was proposed to ensure that the mer-
chant fleet would be maintained in a
reasonably modern condition, and that
Australian ship-building yards would be
maintained at full capacity. No reason
for the establishment of a Commonwealth
line of steamers was given by the Minis-
ter in his opening speech, but later Gov-
ernment speakers urged that such a line
would provide" a market for the ship-
building yards, would assist in opening up
undeveloped areas, and, by engaging in
competition with local and overseas ship-
ping companies, would ensure that freight
rates were maintained at reasonable
levels.

The Threat of Socialised Shipping—Real
or Imagined?

Strangely enough, the .Shipping Act has
received little publicity in the daily press,
and the shipping companies have made no
protests of the kind that might have been
expected had they believed their very
existence to be menaced. On the other
hand, the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Menzies) declared that the measure in-
volved certain nationalisation, and said:
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Shipping Act 1949 (continued) 	

"It goes beyond nationalisation as we
understand it, and may again understand
it in the case of the banks ; for it includes
not only nationalisation, but also confisca-
tion of the assets of those already en-
gaged in the shipping business. . . . This
legislation, which deals with something
not so easily understood as some people
would think, is worse than the Banking
Act, because it means that the business of
the great shipping companies, which for
years have existed here, are to be ac-
quired, not on just terms, but by the pro-
cess of elimination."

It may be that the Leader of the Op-
position was wrong in regarding the
Shipping Bill as another manifestation of
the nationalising propensities of the pre-
sent Government. Nevertheless, there is
no doubt that if this, or any future gov-
ernment, were to decide that the shipping
companies should be nationalised, ample
power has been conferred by the Shipping
Act to enable this to be done without any
further consideration by Parliament, and
irrespective of whether or not such a
course had the approval of the public.

It is provided in Part 3 of the Act,
which deals with Licences, that no ship
may engage in trade between places in the
Commonwealth after it has reached the
age of 24 yearst ; that no new ships may
engage in trade unless they are built in
Australian yards ; that no new ships may
be built in Australian yards unless the
Minister decides to grant a licence for
such construction; and that no ships on

tThe Minister is given a wide discretionary power
to license any ship he chooses, to enable him to en-
sure that the provisions of the Act do not conflict
with his appraisal of the public interest.

the Australia register, irrespective of age,
ownership or country of manufacture,
may be sold without the consent of the
Minister. And so the operation of the
artificial guillotine rule that after they
have reached the age of 24 years, ships
must be scrapped, broken up, or sold
(provided the Minister consents), means
that ships will either be sacrificed as junk
or sold on a buyer's market, and that, in
any event, shipping companies must in-
evitably be denuded of their present ships.
The continued existence of these com-
panies will therefore depend entirely upon
their success in securing from the Minis-
ter licences to obtain new ships, and al-
though the present Minister may not in-
tend that this power should be used to
squeeze the shipping companies out of
existence, there is no safeguard whatso-
ever to prevent any future socialist
Minister from putting just such a policy
into effect.

The dangers of delegating powers to a
Minister to enable him to nationalise a
great industry at will cannot be over-
stressed, and the oft-reiterated statement
that, "of course, the powers will not be
utilised," is not in the least reassuring to
an electorate already alarmed by the pre-
sent Government's decisions on private
banking. Sir Oliver Franks,* a man who
has risen to great eminence under Labour
rule in England, and who has had wide
experience in such matters, once said :
"The most difficult act of those in posi-
tions of great power is the deliberate de-
cision not to use it." One may well ask
why the power to nationalise shipping by

*Present British Ambassador to the United States.
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process of attrition has been included in
his legislation if it is never intended to
se that power.

hipping and Security.

While the nationalisation of shipping
,ould probably receive little support ex-
ept in extreme socialist quarters, the
;overnment's decision to maintain the
trength of the ship-building industry
nd the mercantile Marine must receive
he commendation of all thinking people.
n view of the paramountcy of defence
eeds, there is a clear obligation on the
overnment to ensure that, in the event
f war, we shall be in a position to build,
tan and repair a sufficient fleet of ships.
.t the outbreak of the last war, the Aus-
-alian coastal fleet was not all that could
ave been desired from a defence stand-
pint, and the ship-building industry had
een allowed to languish. In some guar-
Ts, there is a tendency to reproach the
Zipping companies for this unsatisfac-
)ry state of affairs, but it is the duty of
arliament, rather than of the shipping
)mpanies, to take such action as is ne-
ssary to ensure that there exists a mer-
tntile marine which will be able to con-
• bute effectively. to the defence of the
)untry in the event of war.

Shipping companies naturally conduct
►eir businesses for profit and, in so
)ing, provide the public with efficient
Tvices at minimum cost. They are pri-
arily concerned with economic and not
ith defence considerations. The blame for
iy shortcomings in the Australian mer-
Lntile marine, as it existed in 1939, must

borne equally by all Parliamentary
irties. If successive Governments failed,
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in the period between the wars, to ensure
that the merchant fleet was maintained at
sufficient strength for defence purposes,
neither did members of Opposition parties
show any greater awareness of the threat
to our defence position. The policies pur-
sued by private shipping companies in
their own economic interests, coupled
with the neglect by Parliament of its
responsibilities in the matter, inevitably
led to a position where a great por-
tion of the coastal fleet was not en-
tirely satisfactory for defence purposes.
There is no reason to believe, however,
that a strong and efficient organisation
could not be built up provided the private
shipping companies receive the sym-
pathetic co-operation of the Government.
The subsidising of Australian-built ships
purchased by these companies and the en-
couragement of the scrapping of old or
obsolete ships by appropriate tax conces-
sions are methods which the Government
might adopt in pursuance of such a policy.
Along these lines the Government , could
assist the shipping companies to equip
themselves with modern and efficient
fleets at a minimum of cost to the tax-
payer. Only if the private shipping com-
panies refused to co-operate to this end
ought consideration be given to the
nationalisation of shipping and ship-
building, and provisions such as those in-
cluded in the Shipping Act. Instead of
approaching the matter in this light, how-
ever, the Government has enacted many
proposals of dubious merit and two which
are thoroughly bad :—First, the imposi-
tion of a complete embargo on new ships
from overseas ; and second, the decision to
establish a Government Shipping. Line.
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Shipping Act 1949 (continued) 	

Creation of an Australian Ship-building
Monopoly.
In order to protect the Australian ship-

building industry, the Government has
determined that the industry shall be as-
sured of a permanent market for all its
products. As all ships for the coastal
trade must be built in local yards, and as
these ships must be sold or scrapped after
reaching the age of 24 years, ship-build-
ing firms can rely on a seller's market in
perpetuity. All ships built by them, ir-
respective of cost, are to be purchased by
the Minister, with the concurrence of the
Treasurer, with funds obtained from the
people of Australia. It will doubtless be
easy to see that it is not the Minister's
own money he is using. There is to be no
encouragement for efficiency among ship-
builders;.  there. is to be no stimulus sup-
plied by keen competition ; we are to have,
on the other hand, a ship-building
monopoly, wherein all the vigorous
powers inherent in private, competitive
enterprise have been atrophied by neglect.

During the course of the debate on the
Act, a Labour member drew attention to
this danger :—"What would a ship-build-
ing organisation care how much it costs
to produce a ship in its yards so long as
the work was being liberally subsidised
*by the Government? High production
costs would be a charge not to themselves,
but to the Government." It seems a pity
that with a body in existence such as the
Commonwealth Tariff Board, able to en-
quire into the ship-building industry and
to recommend appropriate assistance in
the form of tariffs or bounties related to•
efficiency and cost reduction, the Govern-
ment should have adopted the complete

embargo policy. It is particularly to h
regretted that the country which wi
suffer most from this embargo is th
United Kingdom. The British shit
building industry is the most efficient i
the world, and, in the absence of device
restricting trade, could be relied upon
make a substantial contribution to the e)
port income upon which the hard-presse
Britons so sorely depend.

Creation of an Australian Shipping Lim
It is not clear what ends the Govern

ment hopes to serve by establishing
second Commonwealth shipping line, bt
a study of statements by Governmer
speakers suggests that ever since the •sal
of the original ill-fated Commonwealt
Line, many . Labour politicians have bee
filled with nostalgic yearnings for anothE
such venture. The first Commonwealt
Shipping Line was established during tl
first world war by Mr. W. M. Hughes
and in its early years, performed invah
able services and earned profits. Late
on, in common with most other shippin
enterprises, it fell upon hard times an
incurred huge losses, as a result of whit
the Bruce-Page Government decided
should be sold. Mr. Hughes has nevE
repudiated the venture, but then to quol
his own words : "The line is my progen
and whether it be unique or a mom
strosity, I am still attached to the poc
thing." Certain it is that many politiciar
who were in a position to know the trt.
facts considered the sale of the line t1
wisest course ; this notwithstandini
others have represented its disposal as
betrayal of the Australian people. It
perhaps fortunate that one need not dra•
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the experience of the past in this in-
tance in order to realize' how ill-advised
s the present Government's decision to
,stablish a shipping line. As all the ship-
►ilding yards have orders for ships
vhich will take years to complete, it f ol-
ows that a new Commonwealth Line will
lot, for sometime to come, increase the
otal merchant fleet by as much as one
lip, • nor will it' therefore augment the
nerchant marine in the slightest degree.

It has been argued 'that this line will
assist in opening up areas which other-
vise would never be developed, and that
)37 stimulating competition it will assist
n bringing 'about a reduction in freight
tharges. But the former objective could
lave been more economically achieved by
;ubsidising special private shipping ser-
Tices, and the latter is unlikely to be rea-
ized unless a higher degree of efficiency
;an be achieved than is customary in gov-
Tnment activities.

As Lewis C. Ord, who, at one time
acted as adviser to the Commonwealth
3overnment on aircraft manufacture,
las said : "Experience has shown that if
;he directors (of a government business)
tre wisely selected, and if all governmental
Ind political interference is successfully
)revented, these companies may be oper-
ated fairly close to levels of efficiency
isual in good privately-owned businesses ;
)ut they never equal—let alone surpass
—those levels." However, there is no
-eal attempt in the Act to reduce or pre-
ient political interference. Indeed, Sec=
;ion 15 of the Act, setting out the powers
A the Australian Shipping Board, leaves
one somewhat doubtful whether the
Board has any real powers at all—the

phrase "subject to the approval of the
Minister" occurs five times in its first
nine clauses ! And so, a presumed om-
niscient and obviously omnipotent Minis-
ter is apparently, along with his . many
other duties, to act as chief executive of
a shipping line. It is indeed a tribute to
the altruism of the Minister, whoever he
may happen to be, that a man of so many
parts should be prepared, in the interests
Of the state, to shun the rich rewards
which private enterprise would doubtless
be prepared to pay for the services of
such a prodigy !

Expensive Experiments..
In the last analysis, it is the general

public which will have to foot the bill
for the Government's experiments. If
the new Commonwealth Shipping Line
incurs losses, the taxpayer will have to
bear them ; 'if the turn-round of ships be-
comes even slower and industrial unrest
increases, the operating costs of the ship-
ping companies will mount and freight
rates will of necessity be stepped up cor-
respondingly. The seriousness of any
increase in shipping freights becomes
apparent when one reflects that of all
goods transported interstate, 90% travel
by sea. Even if waterfront labour were
to become more co-operative, some in-
crease in freight rates would . be inevi-
table, as shipping companies will now be
forced to purchase , locally-built ships in-
stead of ships produced in the United
Kingdom at a much lower cost. It is true
that the Minister intimated that ships
will be supplied to private companies at
British parity prices, but a .proviso was
added to the effect that locally-built ships
will not be supplied to these companies
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Shipping Act 1949 (continued)

at less than 75% of cost. The practical
effect of this policy, at present com-
parative costs of ship-building, is that
a vessel of 6,000 tons, which can be
built in England for £445,000, and in Aus-
tralia for £711,000, will be supplied to
local shipowners at £533,000, or, in other
words, at a price £88,000 in excess of
what would have been paid but for the
recent Shipping Act. The effect which an
excess capital cost to the shipping com-
panies of £88,000 per vessel must have on
freight rates, and hence the cost of living,
requires no elaboration ; while the amount
of £178,000 provided as "subsidy" by the
Government will finally also have to be
met by the taxpayer. There will be a
further burden to be borne in the transfer
of workers from productive work to the
administrative service of the new ship-
ping line. As' has already been said, it
is the general public which will have to
pay, and pay dearly, for the Government's
expensive experiments.

A Constructive Suggestion.
It is to be hoped that the Government

will not continue in its determination to
implement such a clumsy, dangerous and
ill-conceived piece of legislation as the
Shipping Act. However worthy the
motives of the framers of the Act, an im-
partial appraisal of its provisions leads

one to the inescapable conclusion that
is far from the best means of ensuring a
all times an adequate and efficient met
chant fleet and ship-building service.

If the real reason for the enactment o
the bill is the necessity for a strong de
fence, the Government is to be com
mended for its foresight, but it is greatl,
to be regretted that the means adopter
are not more appropriate to the end to b
served.

Instead of establishing  a virtua
monopoly among the ship-building yards
the' Government should provide for more
competition rather than less, and shoulc
ensure that such competition is sharp am
fair. The ship-building industry shoulc
receive only such assistance as recom
mended by the Tariff Board.

It is certain that with the sympathetic
co-operation of Parliament, the existing
shipping companies could extend service
to undeveloped areas, and, if need were
could extend their services overseas ii

there were grounds for alarm that the
Australian importers and primary pro-
ducers were being exploited by an over-
seas shipping monopoly. Along these
lines we might expect to obtain the most
efficient shipping service and to establish
a mercantile marine admirably equipped
to serve the nation in peace as well as in
war.
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A Campaign on Profits
Much of the strength of the opponents of free enter-

prise is derived from unfounded suspicions in the public mind
about the facts of business life. These suspicions are in part
a consequence of false propaganda; but to a not small extent
they arise from the failure of business enterprises to explain
and to justify their activities before the tribunal of public
opinion.

In no case are the suspicions more pronounced than in
that of business profits; for the whole socialist argument is
very largely built on the supposed evils of profits and on the
naive generalisation that industry should be operated in the
public interest instead of for private gain; (as if the two
were inevitably in diametric opposition) ! This kind of argu-
ment, with its powerful superficial appeal, has rallied tens of
thousands of people to the support of the socialist cause.

A DENT IN THE PUBLIC CONSCIOUSNESS

Over the last few years some businesses have published
fuller information about their profits than that normally sub-
mitted to their shareholders. But these • efforts, which have
been on a very restricted scale, have probably succeeded in
making little more than a dent in the public consciousness, and
it is safe to say that today the misconceptions that exist about
profits are just as strong as ever they were.

Many large companies still labour under the impression
that there is no need to explain their profits to the public —
profits are the concern of shareholders and of no one else.
Others that the task of justification can be more satisfactorily
performed through a central organisation such as the I.P.A.
which will serve to relieve them of the worry. The first group
should stop to think about the great advances that socialism
is, at present, making in • all the democratic countries; the
second should realise that .a central body can do little more
than evolve a general strategy, that the real fighting job of
explaining and justifying the facts of business life over a very
large range of problems can only be successfully done at the
front lines of industry—that is, by individual businesses them-
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A Campaign on Profits (continued) 	

selves, through their own direct and intimate contacts with
their executives, employees and customers.

• In their approach to the problem of providing informa-
tion about profits nothing less than a- revolution in business
thinking is required. For the business attitude towards profits
and other matters is still largely a product of traditional ideas
of privacy and secrecy; that the very minimum of informa-
tion that can be given to the very smallest number of people
will, in the end, be in the best interests of all concerned, par-
ticularly in those of business itself.

THREE GREAT MISCONCEPTIONS

There are three major misconceptions abroad about busi-
ness profits:

First, that they are excessively large:

Second, that they benefit only a comparatively few wealthy
people:

Third, that they perform no useful function in the economic
process, and that if they were eliminated everyone would stand
to benefit greatly through lower prices and higher incomes.

Of these misconceptions the third is by fsr the most im-
portant, for if the public can be convinced that profits per-
form a valuable and 'indispensable function, it will be less
disturbed about their size and less concerned who gets the bene-
fit from them. Many people are at present only too ready to
believe fantastic stories about the size of profits and the huge
incomes made from them because they dislike profit itself.
They think it represents an unfair and unjustifiable exaction
from their work and wages for Me benefit of a few inactive
wealthy shareholders. If they can be shown the need, in their
own interests, not only for profits, but for good profits, they
will be far less inclined to heed every piece of exaggerated
propaganda about the exorbitant earnings of business, and to
indulge in an outburst of abuse when they read of rising pro-
fits in the financial columns of the daily press.
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WHAT ARE PROFITS ?

What, then, are profits, and what do they do?

It should first be made clear that those who criticise pro-
fits usually have in mind the profits of large public companies
whose accounts are published in the press. They do not worry
about the profits of the local confectioner, or grocer, or garage
proprietor, for their common sense tells them that these people
cannot exist unless they earn a profit—that is what they are
in business for—and that their profits are largely the reward
for their work. But the profits of public companies are not
a direct reward for work; they go in the main to shareholders
who do not take any active part in the business, but merely
contribute their money by investing in the company. Why
should these people get any reward?

A large element in the reward of the company share-
holder represents interest on his money, just as a fixed rate of
interest is paid to people who put their savings into govern-
ment bonds or into deposits in a savings or trading bank.
Governments borrow money for public works which are de-
signed to increase the productive power and wealth of the
community, whilst companies float share issues to finance a
new industry or for purposes of expanding existing plant and
equipment in order to produce more, better and cheaper goods
for sale to the public. In essence "borrowing" by govern-.
ments and public companies is identical in purpose. Very few
question that governments should pay interest on the money
they borrow or savings banks on savings lodged with them.
Why, then, should there be any doubt that companies should
earn at least sufficient money to pay interest to those who have.
entrusted them with their savings? How can it be good for
governments to pay interest on the money they borrow and
bad for businesses?

"But," many will protest, "the shareholder in a company
generally gets a much higher return on his money than the
investor in government bonds." That is true, and the reason
is that Mr. Smith who invests his savings in 'company shares
takes a far greater risk of • losing both his interest and his.
original capital contribution than Mr. Brown who plays safe
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A Campaign on Profits (continued) 	

by putting his money into government securities. If Mr.
Smith did not stand to get this higher return then there would
be no incentive for him to shoulder the risk; he would be
satisfied to follow Mr. Brown's example and invest his money
in bonds. What are these greater risks?

In the first place the investor in government bonds is
guaranteed the interest on his investment in wet weather or
fine. He is also guaranteed the monetary return of his capital
at the termination of the loan. He cannot lose—or lose very
much. On the other hand, the shareholder is assured neither
of his interest nor of the security of his capital. In some years
he may receive no dividends at all. In fact the high dividends
received in prosperous years by shareholders in public com-
panies often do no more than counter-balance the low divi-
dends paid in the lean years. Not infrequently investors in
company shares lose a very large part of their capital invest-
ment. The return received by the company investor over and
above the •interest paid to the holders of government bonds is
thus to compensate him for the risks he takes. If his company
thrives and prospers he stands to get a correspondingly high
reward. If, however, his company fails to prosper, he may be
involved in very heavy losses.

Company dividends thus may be said to consist partly of
interest on the capital investment and partly of a reward for
risk-taking. Without this extra payment for risk, there would
be no inducement for people to invest their savings in com-
pany shares, and there would be no capital forthcoming for
the purposes of business expansion. An essential function of
business profits is therefore to attract the "risk capital" neces-
sary for commercial and industrial development.

If company profits were eliminated, or so cut down as to
reduce the return of the shareholder to close to that received
by the investor in government bonds, some other method would
have to be found of providing the capital required for indus-
trial growth. Since people would not be prepared to do it
voluntarily in a private capacity, it would have to be achieved
either through compulsory methods by heavy taxation or by
means of government loans. In the first instance, the capital
would not represent an investment. The government would,
in effect, extort money from the community which. would
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otherwise have represented personal savings. In the second
instance the risks of industrial expansion would be taken by
the government. They would therefore be spread over the
whole community instead of over that section which was in
a position to and prepared voluntarily to undertake them.
Where losses were incurred they would have to be met through
heavy taxation which the community would, of *course, have
to pay.

PROFITS' SET ASIDE

There is, however, one other vitally important function
performed by business profits. All company profits are not
paid away as dividends to shareholders. It is the practice of
all well-run companies to set aside quite a large proportion of
their yearly earnings for modernising -their plant and equip-
ment and for expanding their businesses. This practice of
using a part of profits to finance further expansion has played
a very significant part in the industrial progress of the com-
munity. Some of the largest industries in the United States,
Great Britain and Australia have been developed by this means.
And the community as a whole of course benefits in terms of
new or better products, lower prices and costs of production,
and industrial and military strength. There is every reason,
therefore, in the interests not so much of companies them-
selves as of the whole community, why this practice of
"ploughing back" profits into fresh development should be
encouraged to the utmost.

The basic functions of profits are therefore threefold—
to provide the interest required to finance the capital neces-
sary for business development; to provide an extra return over
and above this for the relative degree of risk taken by the
investor; and to provide Part of the finance necessary for the
purposes of industrial and commercial expansion.

ARE PROFITS TOO LARGE ?

The question may now be asked whether, in general,
company profits are higher than is necessary for the perform-
ance of these functions?
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A Campaign on Profits (continued) 	

In the first place most people have no other grounds for
thinking so than what they have been told by others. Very
few of them have taken the trouble to examine the figures for
themselves and have really no sound basis for thinking as they
do. This assertion is borne out by the results of a recent
Gallup Poll. The Poll showed that one-third of those inter-
viewed were not able even to give an opinion as to what they
considered would be a reasonable average profit for companies.
Half of those who expressed an opinion thought that some-
thing less than 10% on shareholders' funds was a reasonable
rate of earnings. The prevailing impression however was that
the usual rate was something like 20%.

What, in fact, is the average ruling rate? In 1948 the
average rate of company profits was 8%, and of company
dividends 6%, on shareholders' funds. But this was a year of
exceptionally good profits; in fact, of the highest "money"
profits for two decades. The average profit over these decades
was substantially. less than 8%—slightly over 65 on share-
holders' funds. Average dividends were just on 5%. The
investor in company shares at today's high valuations would,
however, have to be prepared to receive on average little more,
than 4% return on his money, or something like 15 above
what he would get from gilt-edged securities.

In general, it hardly appears that the average return paid
by public companies gives any ground at all for the view that
these institutions make excessive or over-large profits. Indeed
when the extra risk is taken into consideration the average re-
turn appears remarkably low by comparison with that to be
obtained from gilt-edged securities.

PROFITEERING

To argue that company profits over the whole of industry
are, on average, no mere than reasonable, is not of course to
argue that there are no instances of excessive profit. Let it be
frankly admitted that some companies do make more profit
and pay their shareholders higher dividends than can be fairly
regarded as a reasonable return for the risks they take. But
there are not many companies that do this, and it is utterly'
unfair and unthinking to condemn the great majority for the
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sins of the very few. Because a.few boards in the house are
rotten provides no reason for pulling down the whole house.

Exorbitant profits, however, are indefensible, on any
count, and wherever they exist should be roundly condemned.
And those who should be strongest in their condemnation are
the supporters of free enterprise itself, for the unscrupulous
individual or company does incalculable political damage to the
reputation and prestige of all businesses. Irresponsible greed,
whether it comes from companies or trade unions, is utterly
reprehensible and deserving only of the strongest condem-
nation.

In order to prevent profiteering it has many times been
proposed that an arbitrary limit should be imposed on all com-
pany profits. Any attempt to do this would result in tremen-
dous economic harm and inflict gross injustices between com-
panies; and for, the simple reason that risks taken by different
businesses vary 'enormously. Why should the highly competi-
tive business be allowed no greater profit than a company in a
comparatively safe monopolistic position? A rate of profit
that might be reasonable for banking or insurance would
probably be grossly unreasonable for a company with wasting
assets engaged in gold or oil mining. Why should a company
that has been incurring losses for .a number of years, in at- •
tempting say to market a new product, not be allowed a
greater rate of profit than a company which has earned a
profit in season and out of season? Is the efficient company
striving all the time to improve' its productivity to be permit-
ted no greater profit than the company prepared to coast com-
fortably along?

The closer one examines the matter, the clearer it becomes
that the real interests of the community do not , lie so much
in low or even moderate profits, as in efficient production at
low cost. It is plainly better, from the community's point of
view, to have a highly efficient company which can sell its
Products at low prices and still make a big profit, than an in-

• efficient company which in spite of its high prices only makes
a moderate pro fit.
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A Campaign on Profits (continued)	

WHEN PROFITS ARE HIGH, WAGES ARE HIGH !

Moreover, if we look at the economic scene as a whole,
years of good profits are also invariably years of good wages.
When profits are low, wages are low, and when profits are
high, wages are high. In 1947/48 the money profits of com-
panies were high, but so were wages—indeed the latter were
at all-time record levels.

And this is not surprising. When the prospects of profit
are good, businessmen will be encouraged to launch new ven-
tures, to expand their activities, •to spend money on improve-
ments to increase their efficiency, to produce more, better and
cheaper products for the enjoyment of the community. Pro-
fits, indeed, are an almost infallible index of the degree of
economic prosperity a community is enjoying. In 1947/48
profits in the United States were unusually high; but so were
.wages, and . the American people were never in an economic •
sense better off. The time may come, if business will embark
on a campaign of education about its profits, when the public
may acclaim the. high profits it reads of in the financial col-
umns of the press as evidence of its own prosperity.

OTHER MISCONCEPTIONS!

There are other misconceptions about the size of company
profits. One is that they comprise an abnormally large part
of the total of all incomes. But look at the figures. In
1947/48 the Australian national income amounted to £1,635
m., but the total dividends paid to shareholders in Australia—
before taxation—were only £35m., and the total income of
companies after, payment of tax only £108m. The total wage
and salary bill was just on £900m. If it were practicable to
divide up all company profits among the community without
decreasing production—and of course it is not—there would
not be enough to make other than a very small addition to
the incomes of wage and salary earners. These are the hard
facts of arithmetic; they cannot be altered by all the "high
profit" propaganda in the world. A great Labour leader in
Britain, Sir Stafford Cripps, said recently that a drastic cut in
profits by one quarter would mean an addition to wages and
salaries of only 4d. in the £1.
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Another misconception is that company profits take the
predominant proportion of the revenue made from the sale of
-their products. An analysis is made on p. 89 showing the
split-up of every £1 of revenue for a number of prominent
companies. On average, wages take 5/- of every £1 of
revenue, dividends about 6d. Purchases of materials account
in most cases for over 10/-.

THEY BENEFIT ONLY THE FEW ?

The third major misconception about company profits is
that they benefit only a comparatively few wealthy share-
holders. There is no truth in this. In 1943 the Labour Prime
Minister, the late Mr. Curtin, stated that there were 300,000
shareholders in Australian industry with incomes under £250
a year. Over all there are probably about half a million share-
holders in Australia.

The overwhelming majority of shareholders in Australian
companies are people of small or moderate means. This is not
fiction but fact, and can be proved by any fair-minded ex-
amination of the figures. The table on p. 90 sets out the
number of shareholders in some of the largest Australian com-
panies, the average size of their holdings, the average dividends
paid, the number of employees, and the average wage. Aver-
age holdings are about 500 shares, and average dividends less
than £1 a week. In most cases, and quite contrary to popular
opinion, the number of shareholders exceeds the number of
employees.

Sometimes public companies are criticised on the grounds
that control is vested in small groups of shareholders who be-
tween them hold the predominant proportion of the shares..
A survey of some of the larger British companies disclosed
that holdings of more than £500 constituted less than 10%
of total capital; moreover, that these large holdings were often
held not by individual investors but by institutions such as
banks, trustee and investment companies. Hundreds of share-
holders had usually to lump together to give a voting majority.
There is no reason to think that the position would be much
different in Australia.

* * * * * * * *
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A TASK FOR BUSINESS

Profit is at the core of the free enterprise way of life, and
the socialist attack on this way of life is, in the last analysis,
largely directed at business profits. If free enterprise is worth
defending, profit is worth defending, and . the defence can no
longer be delayed. T here is an urgent and over-riding need
for the business community to re-establish in the public mind
the economic and moral justification of profits. For when this
has been done, one of the central pillars of the socialist argu-
ment will have been destroyed.

The task is a big one. Success will not be achieved in a
day. Nor will it be achieved by the spasmodic attempts of a
few of the larger business enterprises in this country. It is a
task in which every business of any proportions must partici-
pate, and they should commence to participate by starting to
think about it now.

NOTE: The I.P.A. has published other material relating to profits in:—
"Looking Forward," Ps. 36-40 (a booklet).
"Profit, Income and Living Standards" (a booklet).
"Taxation in the Post-War Years," Ps. 41-49 (a booklet).
"Profits and the Profit Motive" (Article in "Review," August, 1947).
"Company Taxation" (Article in "Review," April, 1948).
"Profits and Prices" (Article in ''Review," June, 1948).
"Taxation and the Economy" (Article in "Review," December, 1948).
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• TABLE I.
SPLIT UP OF REVENUE f—AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPANIES.

Company	 Payroll Materials Other Exs. Taxation Dividends Reserves
Manufacturing

Textiles
Felt	 &	 Textiles

of Aust. Ltd..... 3/7	 13/2 2/3 51 61*
Valley	 Worsted

Mills Ltd.	 .	 ..	 5/5	 7/5 3/2 2/4 1/8*
Yarra Falls Ltd. 5/11	 8/11 3/2 1/0 1/0*

Clothing-
Holeproof Ltd. 	 . 6/111	 9/9 1/10 91 41 31
Jantzen	 (Aust.)

Ltd.	 ....	 ....	 ...	 6/6	 •	 7/7 5/2 f 6 3
Pelaco Ltd....... 5/31	 11/5 1/9 9 51 .4

Radio, Electrical, Etc.
A. G. Healing Ltd. 3/4 	 12/11 2/3 8 31 61
Electronic	 Inds.

Ltd.	 .	 ...	 ...	 3/8	 12/7 2/10 7 4*
Tecnico Ltd.	 . ...	 7/6	 3/4 2/3 1/1 61 31

Motor Vehicles
General	 Motors-

Hoidens Ltd. . . 4/5 	 12/11 1/11 f 9*
Farm Machinery

Howard	 Auto-
Cultivators Ltd. 8/9	 .t 9/81 10 51 3 •

Steel Equipment
E. T. Brown Ltd. 7/0	 7/31 3/7 11 6 81

Printers' Requirements
Sidney Cooke Ltd. 4/10	 10/5 2/7 7 1/7*

Chemicals-
I.C.I.A.N.Z.	 Ltd. 3/0	 15/2 9	 • 5 6 2

Paper-
Aust. Paper Mfrs.

4/21	 9/0 5/21 7 91 21
Rubber

Dunlop	 Rubber
Aust. Ltd.	 .	 4/71	 11/1	 . 1/61 1/61 11 31

Olympic Tyre &
Rubber Co. Ltd. 3/7	 11/10 2/7 1/2 10*

Coalmining
Hetton Bell Bird

Collieries	 Ltd.11/11	 2/3 4/1 1/2 7*
Retailing
Manton	 &	 Sons

3/7	 12/4 1/4 2/2 5 2
Myer	 Emporium

2/0	 15/0 1/8 9
Transport	 .
Adelaide	 Steam-

ship Co. Ltd. ..14/0	 t 6/0 t t -	 t .
Ansett	 Trans-

port Inds. Ltd. 5/4	 4/5 8/9$ •	 81 5 41
Newspapers
Advertiser News-

papers	 Ltd.	 .... 5/8	 4/11 5/6 '	 1/7 2/4*
Associated News-

papers	 Ltd.... 6/10	 6/4 4/5 1/1 1/1 3
Herald & Weekly

Times	 Ltd.	 .... 5/11	 6/2 5/1 .	 1/1 1/7 2

r'44AP.44"

.

NOTES: •includes reserves. • included with other expenses. $includes 3/4
covering costs of purchase of accommodation for tourists.

The data is compiled. from information published or furnished by each com-
pany and is not necessarily for the latest financial year. However, the ratios
vary little from year to year. Classifications are not entirely uniform, e.g., some
companies include indirect as well as d:rect taxation under the item "taxation."
As profit margins and expenses vary with the type of business conducted, inter-
company comparisons should be treated with reserve.
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TABLE II.

B.H.P.	 Co.	 Ltd.	 .. .
British Tobacco Co.

23,377 11,400(1)

£

Paid up Cap.
594

£	 £

p.a.	 p.a.
.49	 450

(Aust.)	 Ltd.	 . . 12,881 5,730 860(2) 74(2) N.A.
Aust.	 Consolidated

Inds.	 Ltd.	 .. 7,300 7,100 638 45	 335
Dunlop	 Rubber

Aust. Ltd. 12,140 4,342 387 33	 415
Electrolytic Zinc Co.

of A'sia Ltd.	 .. 11,065 N.A. 271 24	 N.A.
Aust.	 Paper	 Manu-

facturers	 Ltd. 12,310 (3 ) 5,000 294 21	 468
Metropolitan Gas Co.

Ltd. 5,706 2,687 290 ( 4) 23	 464
Associated	 N e w s -

papers Ltd. 5,998 1,637 401 21 	 593
Felt	 &	 Textiles	 of

Aust. Ltd. 5,400 5,773 377 44	 324
Myer Emporium Ltd. 4,500 6,600 550 53	 182
Repco Ltd. . 1,700 1,500 350 45	 424
Adelaide	 Steamship

4,100 N.A. 567 34	 N.A.
Elec. Meter & Allied

Inds. Ltd. 4,330 N.A. 384 29	 N.A.
Bradford	 C o t t o n

Mills Ltd.	 ..	 .. 2,081 N.A. 613 41	 N.A.

NOTES: The data has been derived from information furnished or
published by each company and covers financial years ending in 1947 and
1948, except for Electrolytic Zinc which is for 1944. In some cases it is
very approximate.

Average dividends and average wages are shown before taxation is
paid by the shareholder and wage-earner.

Average wages vary with the proportion of females and juveniles.
Debenture holders have been excluded.
(1) Employment in B.H.P. and allied and subsidiary companies is

about 30,000, but total investment in the group represents many more
shareholders besides B.H.P.

(2) Average shareholdings and average dividends are generally over-
stated because of the presence of corporate or joint interests. This is
very important in the case of British Tobacco where average holdings are
reduced to £387 and average dividends to £31, with the exclusion of cor-
porate interests.

(3) Includes shareholders in Australasian Paper & Pulp Co. Ltd. which
holds a majority interest in Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd.

(4) £537 if premium capital included.

AVERAGE SIZE OF SHAREHOLDING, AVERAGE DIVIDEND AND
AVERAGE WAGE OF AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPANIES.

No.	 No.	 Average AverageAverage
Company	 Shareholders Employees Shareholding Dividend Wage

•
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TABLE III.
DISTRIBUTION OF SHAREHOLDINGS OF

SELECTED PUBLIC COMPANIES.
Electrolytic

Metro. Gas	 A.C.I.	 Zinc
Shares held by	 % Total Shares % Tota• Share- % Total Share-

holders	 holders
Females	 	   42 48 53
Males 	   	  	  •	 31 43 46
Estates, Corporations,

etc....	 	  	 27 9 1
Nominal Value of Holdings

Under	 £50

Metro. Gas
% Total

23

Olympic Tyre
% Total

Sidney Cooke
% Total

35 100 45
,,
,,
,,

125
250
500

49
73
88

75
86 72

35 1,000 96 94 86
SOURCE: Information published or furnished by companies concerned.

TABLE IV.
SHOWING HOW THE TOTAL INCOME OF ALL

AUSTRALIAN COMPANIES IS DIVIDED BETWEEN
TAXATION, DIVIDENDS AND RESERVES-1947/48.

£m
Company Taxation 	   70 39
Reserves .  	  64 36
Dividends to Residents 	   35 20
Dividends paid Overseas 	   9 5

Total Company Income  178 100

SOURCE: Estimates of National Income and Expenditure, 1947/48.

NOTES: Thi.s table shows that by far the largest propor-
tion of company income goes to governments in taxation—
probably over half, after allowing for personal taxation on
dividends after they reach the hands of shareholders.

A further large share of company income is ploughed
back into companies for capital development. A compara-
tively small proportion (25% ) goes directly to shareholders
in dividends, and this becomes very much smaller after share-
holders have paid their tax.
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There is little need to emphasise the

fact that Australia is at present in a con-
dition of "over-employment." Unem-
ployment is down to the very minimum
attainable in a country subject to seasonal
influences, whilst the total demands for
labour have run well ahead of the num-
bers able, or willing, to accept work. The
number of "situations vacant" adver-
tised in the daily newspapers steadily
mounts and, today, the development of
many enterprises depends on the ability
of their management to cope with, and by
one means or another, overcome the pre-
sent acute shortage of labour. Latest es-
timates speak of no less than 175,000 un-
filled jobs. These conditions are in
marked contrast to those which existed
in pre-war days when around 300,000
people, about 10% of the total labour
force, were not in regular .employment.

The total labour force, consisting of oc-
cupied civilians; those serving full-time
in the defence forces and those unem-
ployed, in Australia generally comprises
about 44% of the total population. Dur-
ing the war years, an outstanding feature
was the enormous rise in the defence
forces accompanied by no corresponding
reduction in the numbers in civil employ-
ment. This was achieved by the absorp-
tion of nearly all those unemployed in
1939, and by the increase in the total
labour force which resulted from a rise in
the total population and the attraction
into employment of people (including
many women) who, in normal times,.
would not seek a regular occupation.

Huge Expansion in Numbers in Secondary
Industry.

A slight decline in the number of Aus-
tralians engaged in civilian work occurred
during the middle war years but so soon

as hostilities ended there was a sharp ii
crease, which, by June, 1947—the late!
date for which official figures are avai
able—had taken civilian employment I
a new high level of 3,217,000 person
nearly 480,000 more than in July, 193!
A dissection of those in civil employmer
into the categories of "Employers an
Workers on Own Account" and "Wage an
Salary Earners" discloses significant
but not unexpected, trends. There wa
a marked absolute fall in the former cat(
gory during the war and it was not unt
1947 that the pre-war numbers had bee
regained. As a proportion of total (x
cupied civilians, "employers and worker
on own account" fell from 25% in Jul3
1939 to 21% in June, 1947.

One-half of this whole expansion in civi
ian employment was centred in the manu
facturing industries, where a huge growt
of employment took place. Before th
war 694,000 persons were engaged i
secondary industry, consisting of 69,00
employers and workers on own account
and 625,000 wage and salary earners. B,
June, 1947, no less than 934,000 person
were in the manufacturing industries
comprising 71,000 employers and worker
on own account, and 863,000 wage am
salary earners. Though this phenomena
increase took place it is most noticeabl,
that the additional numbers of employer
and workers on own account were, rela
tively, only a handful, about 2,000. As
over these years, the number of establish
ments classed as factories rose by jus
under 8,000, it would seem that a large
part of the manufacturing growth whicl
occurred took the form of branch and sub
sidiary units of previously establishe(
parent concerns.'

The rise of 240,000 in manufacturing
employment—an increase of about 35$
—in slightly more than nine years re
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!cts the stimulus given to Australian
condary industry, first by the needs of
ar, and second by post-war require-
ents of reconstruction and development..
le scarcity and high prices of imports,
1th during the war and afterwards, have
so been important in keeping up the de-
ands for the products of Australian
condary industry.
Although complete figures are not

railable since the census of June, 1947,.
iblished statistics of wage and salary
rners reveal a further rise of 40,000 up
November, 1948, making the total for

is section 903,000. It therefore seems
[ely that, with the addition of employers
td workers on own account to this
rure, employment in secondary indus-
ies is now little short of one million per-
ns.

imary Industries Short of Labour.
Whilst, in some quarters, the rapid ex-
.nsion of secondary industry employ-
ent may be taken as a cause for satisfac-
m, it is quite possible that this expan-
m—which has been in some measure at
e expense of employment in primary
dustries—constitutes a threat to the
ture balance of the Australian economy.
ie wartime demand for labour in manu-
cturing occupations, combined with the
ticipated attractions of city life, re-
lted in a considerable exodus of work-
s from rural occupations, and thereby
celerated the drift of population from
untry areas to the cities. Whereas in
ly, 1939, there were 633,000 persons,
% of all occupied civilians, engaged in
riculture, grazing, dairying, forestry,
hing and trapping; mining, etc., by
ne, 1945, this • figure had dropped to
6,000, or only 20%. Though rural
iployment recovered by 82,000 in the
cceeding two years, this represented
ly _14% of the increase in civil employ-
?nt and meant that, as a proportion. of
tal - civil employment, the numbers en-

gaged in primary industry were down to
19% by 1947.

Thus, while there are far greater num-
bers now at work than in pre-war days,
there are 15,000 people less engaged in
rural industries. These figures help to
explain the lag in primary production
and show graphically that the existing
prosperity of the farmer may be highly
precarious, founded as it is not on in-
creased production but on the hazard of
favourable seasons and extremely high
world prices for primary products.

Employment in Service Industries Stable.
The numbers employed in the service

industries, i.e., building and construction,
transport and communication, commerce,
finance, professions, amusement, etc., have
remained remarkably stable. Generally,
about one-half the number of occupied
civilians is engaged in these occupations
—51.5% in July, 1939, 48.5% in June, 1945
and 51.5% in June, 1947. They absorbed
just over one-half of the 480,000 increase
in civil employment between 1939 and
1947.

However, within the group of service
industries important changes have oc-
curred. The numbers in building and
construction, though slightly above the
1939 figures, have declined relatively to
the total. "Transport and communication
gained substantially, but the large sec-
tion of government employees included
under the heading of "service industries"
recorded the biggest upward movement.
The numbers in the professions rose,
mainly due to the influx of women into
these occupations, but private domestic
servants (female) recorded a dramatic
fall . from 125,000 in 1939 to 51,000 in
1947.	 .

Present Labour Shortage.
The present shortage of labour, recently

stated by the Prime Minister to be about
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employment in -Atotralia (continued)

175,000 persons, is the outcome of a com-
bination of factors, the main one being
the war, which caused, on the one hand, a
huge back-log of demand through the re-
striction or postponement of many items
of consumption and investment and, on
the other, an enormous rise in the cash
holdings of the public.

A further important factor is the vast
increase in the number of government em-
ployees. In July, 1939, there were
405,000 persons engaged by Common-
wealth, State and Local Governments but
by December last this figure was just
short of 600,000, an increase of 48%. In
addition, the general post-war inflation-
ary movement, fed largely on high export
incomes, and of which rising incomes and
prices and buoyant trade are symptoms,
has led to the setting up of many new
businesses and the expansion of existing
ones, with consequently added demands
on the labour supply.

Although precise figures of the shortage
of labour are not available, a valuable in-
dication of the general trend is afforded
by the number of vacancies registered
with the Commonwealth Employment
Service. At the end of 1946 there were
59,000 vacancies registered, a year later
91,000, and at present 113,000. Accord-
ing to a recent statement by the Prime
Minister, this figure would increase to
around 175,000 when allowance is made
for vacancies which employers have not
registered with the Commonwealth Em-
ployment Service. Of the 113,000 regis-
tered vacancies, 20,000 are for the metal
trades, 19,000 for clothing and textiles,
11,000 for building and construction, and
5,000 for wood furnishings, paper and
printing. There are 15,000 registered
vacancies for other manual workers and
nearly 17,000 for administrative, com-
mercial and clerical occupations.

Meeting the Labour Shortage—Natural.
Increase.
A balance between the supply of, and

the demand for, labour depends, on the

one hand, upon increases in populatio
and, on the other, on the effect
economic conditions on the requiremeni
for labour. Increases in population ar

- determined by the two factors, rate c
natural increase and the net rate of irr
migration. Additions to the labour forc
in the next few years from the natural it
crease of the population are pre-deter
mined by the birth-rate of the earl
'thirties. During the 1930's the birtl:
rate--the number of births per thousan
of population—fell very sharply fron
20.25 in 1929 to as low as 16.39 in 1934
and it was not until 1943 that the pre
depression level was regained.

The Commonwealth Statistician esti
mates that in the year 1940 Australia hal
644,100 boys and girls in the vital 15-1!
-years' age group, whereas in 1947 the cor
responding figure was 582,000. Las
year this number had fallen by a furthe
23,300 and by 1951 the position will hav
deteriorated by an additional 42,300, fo:
in that year there will be only abou
516,400 boys and girls between the age
of 15 and 19. Besides having grave con
sequences upon the immediate recruit
ment of labour, this alarming fall in the
total of young people will adversely affec
the numbers becoming of marrying age
and influence the long-term supply o
labour unless these effects can be offse
by immigration. The marked tendenc:
for the numbers in full-time attendance
at universities and similar institutions
increase will constitute a further drat
upon the already diminished source of ad
ditional labour. The raising of tip
school leaving age in several States, an(
the ability of many "bread-winners" ti
maintain their children at school beyonc
the age previously found possible, are ad
ditional factors decreasing the presen
number of young persons seeking em
ployment. The need to maintain large]
defence forces will also tend to ram
increases in civil employment.
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One Commonwealth Government statis-
ician* has estimated expected future in-
reases in the working population from
atural increase, after making the appro-
riate adjustments for the numbers re-
eiving full-time training under Recon-
truction Training Schemes. His esti-
iates are as follows :—

NET NATURAL INCREASE (000's)

Year Males Females Total
1947-48 8 7 15
1948-49 16 8 24
1949-50 17 7 24
1950-51 14 5 19
1951-52 10 5 15

mmigration Prospects.

The Commonwealth Government is
ursuing a large-scale immigration policy
imed to bring into the country approxi-
lately 100,000 persons annually. How-
ver, the number of persons permanently
laving Australia — approximately 15-
0,000 a year—has to be offset against

new arrivals, leaving an anticipated an-
nual net addition to the population from
immigration of about 80,000 persons.
This figure, of course, does not represent
immediate additions to the labour force
as it contains women and children not
seeking employment. Of the new ar-
rivals approximately 55% are males and
45% females and about 75% of the former
and 25% of the latter will be straight-
away absorbed into the labour force.
Taking a cautious view of immigration
prospects, a reasonable estimate of the
number of immigrants would be 70,000 in
1947-48, rising by 5,000 each succeeding
year. On this basis, net immigration is
calculated at 60,000 for 1948-49—yield-
ing 25,000 males and 7,000 females seek-
ing employment, increasing to 75,000 by
1951/52, with 31,000 males and 9,000
females seeking work in that year.

Combining these figures with the esti-
mates of natural increase set out in the
preceding section, expected increases in
the labour force during the next few
years may be estimated as follows :—

FUTURE INCREASES IN THE LABOUR FORCE (000's)
MALES	 FEMALES
Net

Natural	 Immi-Total	 Immi-	 TotalIncrease
1947-48	 .. 8 23 31 7 6 13 44
1948-49	 .. 16 25 41 8 7 15. 56
1949-50	 .. 17 27 44 7 7 14 58
1950-51	 .. 14 29 43 5 8 13 56
1951-52	 .. 10 31 41 5 9 14 55

gration	 gration

Net
Natural
Increase

Grand
Total

triking the Balance.
Whilst immigration may make a valu-

ble contribution to meeting the unsatis-
ed and urgent requirements for labour,
rising from a virile public demand for
oods and services, at the same time it
dds to this public demand and thereby
flids to generate further labour short-
Ns. This phenomenon is seen starkly
l relation to the present deficiency. of
Dusing and it appears that, if the existing
amand for labour by industry were to
•Mr. J. F. Nimmo, formerly Principal Research
beer, Bureau of Statistics, Canberra.

remain, a balance between the demand
for, and the supply of, labour would not
be struck until the existing labour force
increased by about 250,000 persons. The
foregoing estimates of future increases in
the labour force indicate that this would
not be achieved until 1951 or 1952. If,
on the other hand, there is some falling
away in the demand within the next few
years—and this is the most realistic as-
sumption—the position would be very dif-
ferent. An excess, instead of a shortage
of labour, might then become the prime
problem of economic policy.
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employment in ....Actitratia (continued) 	

TOTAL LABOUR FORCE.

July June June. June June
1939 1943 1945 1946 1947
'000 '000 '000 '000 '000

Total	 in	 Civilian Work	 .. 2737.7 2562.4 2649.2 3007.5 3216.9
Defence	 Forces	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 12.9 729.0 648.9 147.1 55.5
Unemployed	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 298.0 25.8 56.1 . 134.0 33.8

Total Labour Force .. ..	 3048.6 3317.2 3354.2 3288.6 3306.2
Non-Working Population	 .. ..	 3912.3 3905.3 4022.4 4160.0 4274.6

Total Population .. ..	 6960.9 7222.5 7376.6 7448.6 7580.8

(Source: "Monthly Bulletin of Employment Statistics," "Quarterly Summary of Australian
Statistics" and "Demography Bulletin," published by Commonwealth Bureau of Census and
Statistics.)

TOTAL OCCUPIED CIVILIANS.

July
1939
'000

June
1943.
'000

June
 1945

'000

June
1946
'000

June*
1947
'000

Primary	 Industry	 ..	 .. 632.8 499.5 535.5 608.5 617.9
Manufacturing	 ...	 ..	 ..	 .. 694.2 880.1 830.8 884.6 933.5
Service Industries-

Building and Construction	 . 181.3 106.2 108.2
,
155.4 193.1,.,

Transport & Communication 231.1 240.9 268.2 .	 301.3 323.6
Commerce and Finance .. .. 486.4 .-	 377.4 402.4 504.3 547.3

Professions	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 193.9 182.9 190.9 216.4 238.6
Entertainment and Personal

Service	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 151.7 123.2 148.8 185.1 199.1
Private Domestic Service

(Females)	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 124.5 41.5 47.6 50.1 51.0
Public Authority Activities

(not elsewhere 'included)	 . 41.8	 - 104.7 116.8 101.8 108.3

Total	 Service	 Industries	 .. 1410.7 1182.8 1282.9 1514.4 1661.0

Total	 All	 Industries	 .. 2737.7 2562.4 2649.2 3007.5 3212.4

*Preliminary figures.

(Source: Taken from an address given at Melbourne University in September, 1947, by
Mr. J. F. Nimmo, and reprinted by the Institute of Industrial Management in its booklet
"How Can Australia Meet Its Labour Shortage?"

The preliminary figures for June, 1947, given here differ slightly from recently published
statistics of the total number of persons in civil employment. However, the difference is so
small and spread through so many industries that the comparison with earlier years is in no
way inaccurate.)
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